Abstract. We investigate the possibility of a fourth sequential generation in the lepton sector. Assuming neutrinos to be Majorana particles and starting from a recent -albeit weak -evidence for a non-zero admixture of a fourth generation neutrino from fits to weak lepton and meson decays we discuss constraints from neutrinoless double beta decay, radiative lepton decay and like-sign di-lepton production at hadron colliders
Introduction
The addition of a fourth family of fermions to the known three generations has recently become a popular extension of the standard model (see [1, 2] for a review). Interesting features and benefits of such scenarios include for example:
• weakening of the tension between direct and indirect bounds on the Higgs mass, see e.g. [3, 4, 5] , • a sizeable enhancement of the measure of CP violation, see e.g. [6] , • gauge coupling unification [7] , • new strong dynamic effects due to large Yukawa couplings allowing for dynamical symmetry breaking, see e.g. [8, 9] , • a solution of flavor problems like the observed 3.8 σ deviation of the measured value of B d -B s mixing from the standard model (SM 3) prediction [10] which also enhances the dimuon asymmetry of the SM 3 [11] towards the value measured by the D0 collaboration [12] .
In the following we consider the addition of a fourth family
while the gauge and Higgs sector remains unchanged compared to the SM 3. Naturally the addition of right-handed neutrinos allows for both Dirac and Majorana mass terms for all four generations of neutrinos. Moreover, tiny neutrino masses are most naturally explained for Majorana neutrinos in a seesaw scheme, so we do not adopt lepton number conservation at this point.
A lower mass bound on SU(2) doublet fourth generation neutrinos can be obtained by the invisible Z-decay width [13] :
constraining the number of light neutrinos with masses < M Z /2 to be three. Consequently
provides a lower mass bound on fourth generation neutrinos. As the light mass eigenvalues are bounded from above by the Dirac masses -at least in a typical seesaw model, this provides a bound on the Dirac-type mass m D 4 as well. Assuming perturbativity of the fourth generation neutrino Yukawa couplings then constrains Dirac type neutrino masses approximately to the interval 45 GeV < m
Moreover, recent fits to electroweak precision data in a four generation framework (SM 4) lead to the following constraints on the fourth generation particle spectrum [14] :
Finally a recent fit to a set of experimental data in the SM 4 framework has provided some evidence for a non-zero admixture of a fourth generation neutrino, resulting in a PMNS matrix [15] In the following we use this evidence -as weak as it may be -as a starting point to reconsider bounds on fourth generation neutrino masses.
Neutrinoless double beta decay
The most sensitive probe for neutrino Majorana masses is generally neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ). 0νββ decay can be realized by the exchange of a Majorana neutrino (see Fig. 1 ). In the presence of additional heavy neutrino states the usual effective Majorana mass m ν has to be complemented by an effective heavy neutrino mass m N −1 :
The half-life of the decay is then given by [16] 
where the C mm factors include phase-space factors and nuclear matrix elements [17, 18] and m p (m e ) the proton (electron) mass. Considering only the heavy neutrino contribution and using the PMNS matrix obtained in Eq. (6) one obtains stringent bounds on the allowed mass range from the current experimental lower half-life bound T Ge 1/2 > 1.57 · 10 25 years [19] . The allowed region is shown in Fig.2 . This leads to the following mass bounds for a single fourth generation Majorana neutrino 
which remains several orders of magnitude above the desired range (5). In principle there are three different ways to save the possibility of a heavy fourth generation neutrino:
(i) neutrinos are Dirac particles and therefore 0νββ is forbidden, which would come at the cost of seesaw neutrino mass suppression and leptogenesis as a successful way to generate the baryon asymmetry of the universe (ii) some other physics beyond the standard model is involved and cancels the heavy neutrino contribution, which would require fine tuning (iii) neutrinos are pseudo-Dirac particles. In the following we will focus on the latter alternative which may provide useful guidance for future model building. Pseudo-Dirac neutrinos arise when the Majorana mass is small compared to the Dirac mass. The two resulting mass eigenstates (m + , m − ) are nearly degenerate with tiny mass splitting δm and the active and sterile component exhibit practically maximal mixing. The 0νββ half-life of such a neutrino then reads
The allowed mass splittings are shown in Fig. 4 and vary from 32 keV to 350 MeV.
Radiative lepton decays
The analysis on neutrino mixing used [15] is dominated by the radiative lepton flavor violating decays of charged leptons. Here we shortly reconsider this bound for the case of pseudo-Dirac neutrinos with masses in the 100 GeV range. The decay width of these processes is given by [20] :
where F (x) is a function of the neutrino masses. It is easy to see that the analysis holds for a pseudo-Dirac neutrino as well. As the fourth generation active and sterile states mix maximally and the masses are close to degenerate F (x) does not change considerably compared to the pure Dirac case. As can be seen from Fig. 5 , the decay rate is suppressed by the tiny masses for the first three generations, while the contribution of a fourth heavy generation has to be suppressed due to small mixing. In the analysis [15] the neutrino mass was fixed to 45 GeV. While a mass dependent study is encouraged, the conclusions of this work will remain unchanged, as the size of the allowed region is anticipated to vary only slightly for different neutrino masses. The decays of the τ lepton do not provide further information as the experimental constraints in this channel are much weaker [21, 22] .
Like-sign dilepton production
Finally, a process very similar to 0νββ is the production of two charged leptons of the same charge at hadron colliders: Cross section for like-sign dilepton production by an electroweak scale Majorana neutrino without 0νββ constraints. Cross section for like-sign dilepton production by an electroweak scale pseudo-Dirac neutrino with 0νββ constraints.
As shown in Fig. 9 a heavy Majorana neutrino exchange drives the process whose cross section is [23] :
where F (E, m 4 ) is a function of beam energy and neutrino mass. To describe the exchange of a pseudo-Dirac neutrino the cross section has to be modified by introducing a suppression factor (12):
Here the mass splitting δm follows from the 0νββ constraint and results in a suppression of the mass dependent cross section as shown in Fig. 7 and 8 . The resulting cross sections are far to small to be observed at expected LHC luminosities. Figure 9 . Feynman diagrams of like-sign dilepton production
Summary
In this note we have revisited bounds on additional Majorana neutrinos, in order to provide a useful guide for fourth generation neutrino model building. We have shown that a fourth generation Majorana neutrino is not yet excluded if it has a mass of several hundred GeV and the Majorana states pair up to form a pseudo-Dirac state. The mixing of such a neutrino is dominantly constrained by the radiative decay of the muon. Due to the pseudo-Dirac nature lepton number violating processes like like-sign dilepton production turn out to be strongly suppressed. Besides being potentially observable in next generation 0νββ experiments, the pseudo-Dirac neutrinos could be directly produced at the LHC, as discussed in [24] . In this paper a 5 σ discovery reach for heavy neutrino masses up to 100 GeV was advocated with 30 fb −1 . While for larger masses the production cross section would decrease, new decay channels open up once the heavy neutrino mass exceeding the Higgs mass, which would require a detailed simulation.
